In September alone
Dig-In has delivered

5 MILLION
PRODUCT SAMPLES

to UK students
With exclusive access directly into

170 UNIVERSITIES
If you want to get your
brand in front of Gen Z

CONTACT-FREE

You're in the right place

80%

of UK students have Dig-In as part
of their university life from their first
day at university.

460k

students arrive in their uni bedroom
to find an official Dig‑In University
Welcome Bag containing product
samples, items and offers.

195k

students signed up to Dig-In's app
and mailing list and completed a
minimum of 30 survey questions
delivering product feedback and
lifestyle insight.

Student Stats. Freshers 2020.
92%
72%

told us the Dig-In Bag
made their arrival
more welcoming
felt more nervous than
excited to start

95%

are more likely to
purchase if they receive
a sample first

65%

would rather spend
another lockdown at uni
than home

Create a brand experience
Gen Z will remember you for.
After months of digital interaction, lockdown has really
emphasised the importance of real life engagements in young
consumers' lives.
DIG-IN STAT: 80% of students miss tangible brand experiences.
Dig-In give our partners exclusive access to half a million students
at any point in the academic year, letting them experience brands
in a tangible way. Create a meaningful connection with Gen Z so
they remember you, build and measure affinity for your brand
along the way.
Human decisions are driven by emotion. Don't stop at one, engage
as many emotions and senses as you can. Students can see, feel,
smell, and even hear and taste the Dig-In Box. A multi-sensory
engagement.
DIG-IN STAT: 86% of students remain loyal to a brand they feel
they have a genuine connection with.

Students have rated their
new sustainable Dig-In Bag
4.8/5 on average

81%

of students
are willing to try new
brands when they start
University

77%

of students
have never bought their
own household products
before arriving at
university

80%

of students
buy different brands to
their parents at home

Timing is everything.
Gen Z are the most impactful shopping demographic as they
pioneer the way for new trends which the rest of us will follow.
Students arrive at University as brand new consumers yet to
form meaningful brand relationships. Our research tells us there
are many products students will be buying for the first time. This
is when they make their first and lasting brand choices.
So many brands continue to invest money in trying to increase
their slice of an existing consumer base. Why not be one of the
brands cost effectively winning huge market share of new
consumers as they enter the market?
Knowing what makes this generation tick and reaching them
before your competitors earns brands early loyalty on which
they can build lasting relationships.

A note from Dig-In's CEO:
“I set out to build a business that would improve the higher education experience, supporting
universities and students. Ask a UK student about Dig-In and nearly every one of them will
know who we are.
We sit in a position that comes with a great deal of responsibility and with what we are
seeing and hearing from our student members and university partners our role is more
important than ever.
For example, over 80,000 students have taken part in our ongoing mental
health study now entering its third year and the trend is deeply concerning.
Early indications from the 2020 intake suggests a significant acceleration
in the number of young adults suffering from mental health conditions. It’s
a pandemic within a pandemic.
We connect brands with the UK student population that we believe are
relevant, that provide value and truly recognise the importance of building
early connections with them.”

Chris Platt

Don't miss out @ enquiries@digin.co.uk

In the time it's taken you to read this

100 students could have had their first
experience of your products.
One more thing.... Click here now.

Huge UK reach

Reach 80% of new students

Be first to market

Super easy for you

170 university and
accommodation partners
and over 1,200 different
addresses

Opened by 460,000 new
students every freshers’

Be the first to reach students,
before your competition

We deal with all packing,
distribution & logistics

Drive to sale

University endorsed

Demograhic targeting

Get brand exclusivity

Include offer vouchers for
follow-up sales

Benefit from being included
in the official welcome box

Target students by location
and gender

Be the only brand in your
sector to reach students first

